
PURE COLD



Facts about cold
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Avant°pool Kinos is a brilliant feat of Finnish engineering, designed in cooperation with Finnish partners. The components are modular, durable 

and long-lasting and the product is assembled entirely in Finland. The user guidelines and automation settings have been designed in partnership 

with the University of Jyväskylä.

A great deal of time and effort has been invested in the design and ergonomics of the

Avant°pool Kinos pool. The detachable side panels and lid are available in a several 

standard colors and can also be customized to your wishes. For example, you can 

personalize the pool with the logo of your club, a breath-taking landscape or vibrant 

and cheerful colors. The steps and railings can be installed either on the sides or end

of the pool.

Avant°pool Kinos is the first portable cold-water pool suitable for high-quality 

cold therapy and cold recovery that you can use even at your home.

Its compact size makes it convenient to install nearly anywhere. 

Adjustable feet keep the water level even on inclined floors.



Cold recovery made easy

Clean and cold water, always in desired temperature – ready for use 24/7

 Constant water filtering and ozone cleaning ensure water cleanness

 Wide temperature range, between +4°C - +38°C, so it is suitable also for heat treatment

Transportable and user friendly

 Very compact size

 Easy to place almost anywhere

 Very simple to use and maintain

Energy efficient and environment-friendly

 Efficiently insulated, low energy consumption

 Water replacement every 3-8 weeks (usage dependent)

Professional cold recovery / water therapy

 Safe to enter and exit

 Controlled and safe cold immersion process



Technical Data

Dimensions without steps: Length 1200 mm, width 790 mm, height 970 mm

Dimensions with steps: Length 1200/1540 mm, width 790/1130 mm, height 1220 mm

Capacity: 300 l

Weight when filled: 450 kg

Weight when empty: 147 kg, with railings and steps

Temperature range: Adjustable between +4°C and +38°C (Heating or cooling speed is 3-4 degrees / hour)

Cooling power: 0.7 kW

Heating power: 1.5 kW

Average power consumption: Approx. 5 kWh/day once the pool has reached the target temperature.

Refrigerant: r134a

Control: Digital control with a touch screen, equipped with a temperature-sensitive cold therapy timer.

Required power supply: 230V/50Hz, single-phase. Equipped with a residual current device (RCD) in the supply cord.

Noise level: 54 dB (A)
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Easy to customize

Basic side panel & heat cover colors: Black, white and dark grey

Basic step colors: Black, white and grey

UV printing: Side panels can be printed to any color or pattern, team logos, photos etc. 

Taping (3M film wrap): The corners (aluminum) and the heat cover can be taped to most colors

Water proof, high quality 3M film wrap
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